Introduction
In general, the shedding mechanism can be classified into two sections: the driving section and the transforming section. The transforming section of the shedding mechanism consists of joint mechanisms usually, which convert the rotational motion of the driving section into a feed reverse motion of the heald shaft. The course of load exerted upon the heald shaft depends upon the design of the parts of mechanism The heald shaft is the frame in which there are fastened the healds governing warp threads. The healds are fastened in this frame with a necessary designing play. Because of textile technology reasons, this play must allow axial displacement of the loom along the support wire. As the heald shaft performs feed reverse movement, the system of healds gets transferred during the weaving cycle. This transfer produces a load on the supporting wire upon which the healds drop down, bringing as a consequence an increased stress of the whole shedding mechanism. During the weaving process the heald is always coupled with one of the pair of main beams of the heald shaft only.
Mathematical model of the shedding motion
In view of the fact that the lifting section of the shedding motion is a joint mechanism, a number of procedures and methods can be employed for the modeling of the above structure. It is possible to apply successfully the description of a mechanism based upon the method of devising motion equations by means of Lagrangian equations of the 2 nd type according to [1, 2] .
In the model, the motion of healds considering clearances between healds and the heald rod, in heald eye between the heald and warp thread during one turn of looms' main shaft, is analyzed. The results are represented by graphs of kinematic quantities on individual elements of mechanism that depend on mass parameters (rigidity, moment of inertia, mass) and on clearances in kinematic pairs of the mechanism (Figure 1 ).
This system is a complicated one as for the number of elements and the kinematic pairs. Mathematical model of the shedding mechanism has been formulated with the following assumptions:
a) mass of heald shaft and elements 7, 8, 9 are reduced to the joints of the elements 4 and 6, it exerts an important effect upon its dynamic loading. Some analyses have been dealt with in this process experimentally [9, 10] . Because of this reason, it also constitutes one of the limiting elements impeding to increase its operational revolutions. In order to be able to describe the behavior of the heald during the weaving process, it is necessary to devise a suitable mathematical model that will describe its behavior during the operating cycle with a defined precision. The heald is influenced by a number of forces, which determine with which supporting wire it will be coupled. The most important ones are the dynamic force of the heald, the warp forces in the sense of movement of the shaft and the weight of the heald [11, 12] .
An important designing element influencing the behavior of the heald is the play in its fastening in the frame of the heald shaft. In the mathematical model, this play can be defined by means of the difference of positions of the upper and lower support wires. The distance of the lower support wire is shifted with respect to the position of the upper one by the extent of the fastening play. Thanks to this play, the forces in the warp threads are transmitted upon one of the couplings of the rods of the heald shaft only. For analysis of movement of the heald, we will assume that the frame of the shaft is absolutely rigid. In the mathematical model, this presumption will be reflected by the unchanging distance of both supporting wires in the course of the whole calculation, corresponding to the solution of movement of a heald fastened in the vicinity of the edge of a heald shaft. At present, the deformation of the main beams of the heald shaft during the working process are minimized by employing new types of composite rods.
As mentioned in the introduction, nowadays flat healds are employed that are made of a flat steel band by the pressing process. On the body of the heald, there are a number of orifices and stampings that serve e.g. for drawing-in machines or for other technological purposes. These shape parameters influence the strength and rigidity of the heald. Some healds have a stamping in the position of one suspension eye, which ought to provide for mutual spacing of healds; however, it reduces the rigidity of the suspension eye at the same time.
Because of this reason, mathematical models are needed keeping in mind different rigidities of the upper and lower sections of the heald. In the mathematical model of the heald, we employ the Newtonian impact theory. The description of the fall of the heald upon the supporting wire employs the presumption of a perfectly elastic impact. We presume the velocity of the fall of the heald upon supporting wire up to 1 m.s -1 .
The following part of the text describes the assembly of the model of a heald, by means of which we are able to find with which supporting wire the heald is coupled in a given moment. The motion equations describing the movement of the heald during the weaving process are complemented with motion equations of the shedding motion. In all compiled models, the mass of the heald mn is concentrated in one mass point. Substituting different parameters K, U, and R in equation (1), we obtain the following equations of motion:
Clearances occurring in the kinematic pairs of the chains are replaced by angular differences of elements 2 and 4, which are incorporated into the model under the following conditions:
here i = 2, 4.
An experimental verification of the employed model of mechanical structure of the joint mechanism is described in [3] . The referred universal mathematical model of the shedding motion can be modified in a simple manner by entering the timedependent lift dependence on the driving element, defining the course of its angular displacement. For example, it is possible to realize in this manner a calculation of the movement of a rotational dobby which is described in [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Mathematical model of the heald

Description of the heald problem
The studies realized up to now have shown that the heald is one of the most important parts of the shedding motion and 
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The individual phases of the solution of the concerned model can be resolved by means of equations (10) − (13). The start of the solution proceeds from the motion equation (10) . (10) In the moment of equality (11), the heald leaves the upper supporting wire, and there follows a transfer of the heald between the main beams, which is solved according to equation (12) .
The transfer is completed when the conditions (14) or (15) are fulfilled. The first potential state is the return of the heald on the upper rod (the condition 15 is fulfilled). In such a case, the movement of the heald is solved again according to equation (10) .
If condition (14) has been fulfilled, the heald is entrapped on the lower supporting wire and the acceleration of the heald is solved according to relation (13).
(13)
The separation of the heald from the lower supporting wire will start in the moment when equality (11) is fulfilled. This transfer is again solved by means of motion equation (12) . Once again, it is necessary to check two limit states. The first one is the return of the heald onto the lower rod (condition 14 has been satisfied), the second limit state is entrapping of the heald on the upper support wire (condition 15 has been fulfilled). If condition (14) is fulfilled, the solution of the motion of the heald will be realized employing motion equation (13). If condition (15) has been fulfilled, the movement of the heald is solved by the equation motion in form (10).
of application of this force is located in one mass point. It is possible to disregard the bowing of the heald due to its lateral loading. The devised models proceed from the assumption that the movement of the mass point substituting the heald is carried out on a straight line. In the solution of the system, the positions of the upper supporting wire (yh) and of the lower one (yd), position of the heald (yn), and position of the warp thread (yo) were established. The extent of the play in the fastening of the heald on the support wire is determined by the parameter f. The compiled models of the heald also consider the effect of the dimension of the thread eyelet J upon the course of the force in the warp.
The initial conditions of the solution proceed from the presumption that the heald is entrapped on the upper supporting wire, and both its velocity and acceleration are identical with those of the upper supporting wire.
The solution of individual mathematical models has been realized by means of a devised software program. The solution of compiled differential equations describing the shedding motion coupled with an analysis of the movement of heald during the weaving cycle has been affected by the Runge-Kutt method of the 4 th order. During the calculation, the courses of the principal kinematic and force quantities of the system have been studied.
Solution of the heald problem
The system subject to solution can be represented schematically according to Figure 2 The conditions for the solution of the concerned equation follow from an equilibrium of forces on the heald, and -as mentioned above − they consider the play in the fastening of the heald on the supporting wire. The control constants H and D assume the values 0 and 1, and they determine which members of the equation will be employed in the calculation. Figure 2 . Schematic model of the system shedding mechanism -heald.
http://www.autexrj.com between individual supporting wires. In this mathematical model, it is possible to ascertain the moment of separation of the heald from the supporting wire as well as the time of transfer of the heald between main beams of the heald shaft. By means of this model, it is possible to determine the loads exerted upon individual end eyelets of the heald. The affected calculations show a high value of acceleration of the heald produced after its drop upon the supporting wire. The referred model allows for analyzing a considerable part of designs of the heald shaft that are employed in weaving looms nowadays.
From the detailed analysis of theoretical calculation obtained for different operating frequencies, it has been found that the moments of the drop or of the separation of the heald from the supporting wire are comparable with records of the acceleration. From the record, the behavior of the heald upon the supporting wire depending upon the operating frequency can be seen. An important factor, which can be evaluated, is the number of bounces of the heald after the drop upon the supporting wire, after the transfer between the main beams of the heald shaft.
This coincidence of experimental results and calculated values obtained from the mathematical model constitutes a basic condition for a more extensive analysis of the system, with the aim to describe the behavior of the heald during weaving cycle and to propose possible adaptations of the design.
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The effect of the thread eyelet is included in the calculation by means of the following conditions: (16)
Results
The control algorithm of the calculation checks the position of the heald with respect to the supporting wire of the heald shaft. As mentioned above, four possible states can arise which have been studied and on the basis of the realized calculation of the movement of the heald. An example of calculated dependencies is given in Figure 3 , showing the principal kinematic courses of the supporting wire and of the heald. The calculation has been realized for the velocity of the shedding motion 300 r.p.m. An example of the course of calculation in case of this model is given in Figure 4 .
Conclusion
For the generation of a real mathematical model, the model with the rigidity substitution of the heald by means of the KelvinVoigt visco-elastic model has proved suitable. The referred enhancement allows for determining the number and extent of bounces of the heald from the supporting wire after its transfer 
